Amendment 1

Remote Emergency System

To avoid interferences between the remote controllers of the 1D vehicles, FSAE Italy committee decided to make the 2022 revision of the Remote Emergency System (RES) mandatory for all teams. Older revisions of the RES must be therefore substituted with the new one or upgraded by the device manufacturer, Groß-Funk.

FSAE Italy will contact the suitable teams to share the details for the contribute to the upgrade / substitution (with 200€). The contribute will be granted to the teams under all the following conditions:

1. Taking part to the 2022 Formula ATA 1D competition with the vehicle
2. Having bought in the previous years an older revision of the RES
3. Having already participated at any edition of the Formula ATA 1D competition
4. Not taking part at any other 2022 1D competition that is granting the same contribute (e.g. FSG 2022)